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licensed from over 1, content partners. As of January , Youku. In , Youku partnered with
Myspace in China. In January , Youku and competitor Tudou announced the creation of a video
broadcasting exchange network, under which Youku and Tudou will cross-license
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media related to Youku. Instead, you use Youku. Youku is the largest online video provider in
China. It has So Youku is basically a YouTube knockoff? You can think of Youku as the Chinese
equivalent of YouTube as the two share similarities. Youku has become a content hub through
Youku Channel, a dedicated section on the website for creators to manage and distribute their
content as well as interact with their subscribers. They either have a specific type of personality
or an active presence on various platforms including Weibo and Youku. The platform seems to
have lots of content. Any ad opportunities there? In the first nine months of last year, Youku
garnered around 1. Pre-roll ads are the most popular on the platform, which can last 15
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many ads on Youku, especially when the pre-rolls are too long and repetitive, according to Ken
Zhang, strategy director of agency OMD in Shanghai. But this year Youku has been subtler in
advertising when working with big ad spenders. Aside from the obvious brand signage, Youku
placed the Clear product into the show and even customized a song for the brand in one

episode, because viewers are more likely to understand the product value when they are
emotionally invested in the content, said Chen. Other branded content was integrated into the
show â€” there were no commercial breaks. YouTube has a big push into virtual reality. Is
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adds 1, titles per day, said Chen. Now I know more about Youku. I heard before that the platform
was rife with pirated content. Is that still an issue today? This year Baidu and Youku have sued
each other for copyright infringement. Gen Z workers think robots are more helpful than
humans for mental health support â€” a factor that hints at deeper work-culture issues.
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